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Abstract
C.S. Peirce’s graphical system Alpha for propositional logic is given a geometric representation
in terms of isotopy classes of planar diagrams, and surgery rules on these diagrams called
illative transformations. An algebraic representation theorem is proven, stating that Alpha, as an
equational theory, is isomorphic to the theory of Boolean algebras. The geometric and algebraic
representations are extended to give multi-sorted analogues of Alpha. An interpretation of Alpha
is given in terms of linear logic and the theory of closed categories. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18C10; 18D15; 03G30; 03G05; 19D23; 01A55
1. Introduction
Toward the close of the 19th century, Charles S. Peirce developed a diagrammatic
calculus for doing logic, which he called \existential graphs". Although Peirce wrote
that he considered this calculus his chef d’oeuvre, he never published it, with one
minor exception [19], and as mathematics it has since remained an obscure topic.
So far the literature on existential graphs has come mostly from philosophers and
workers in articial intelligence and information theory [20, 21, 24, 23, 5, 1]. We believe
a mathematical investigation is now in order.
The reasons why Peirce did not publish this work appear to have been partly political
[11, 6], but perhaps the main reason was that existential graphs were considerably more
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dicult and expensive to print in Peirce’s day than the linear notation which became
standard in logic.
Due to modern advances in computer graphics and typesetting systems, the stan-
dard linear notation for logic no longer carries a compelling advantage over a planar
notation. Since Peirce’s time, other graphical schemes have been developed for parti-
cle physics and general relativity (namely, Feynman diagrams and Penrose diagrams),
enabling physicists to perform complicated calculations with speed and facility. Appar-
ently, Peirce saw similar advantages in his graphs.
More recently, Joyal and Street [8] have begun putting the Feynman and Penrose
diagrams on a rm mathematical basis, using the language of monoidal categories.
As we intend to show, Peirce’s work on existential graphs also ts in a categorical
framework, and its more developed aspects (especially his system Beta; see below)
resonate closely with the use of string diagrams in mathematics and physics. This may
seem remarkable, but it should be borne in mind that Peirce had made a deep study
of the calculus of relations, and certainly perceived a structure which today we would
call a monoidal bicategory of relations. And in developing a syntax of graphs for the
relational calculus (where the graphs were inspired in part by analogies with chemical
valences and chemical bonds), he was in retrospect developing a syntax for monoidal
bicategories which are freely generated in a suitable sense, which is precisely the type
of situation addressed by the Joyal{Street calculus of string diagrams.
Existential graphs come in three parts. The rst, which is the topic of this paper,
is called Alpha and corresponds to propositional logic. The main theorem of this pa-
per is a representation theorem which shows that Alpha, as an equational theory, is
isomorphic to the theory of Boolean algebras. The second, which will be the topic of
a forthcoming paper, is called Beta and corresponds to the rst-order predicate cal-
culus. More exactly, it corresponds to a representation of rst-order logic by means
of bered categories, where the bers are Boolean algebras and where quantication
is represented by adjoints to pullback operations on the bers. The third, which was
quite speculative and incomplete by Peirce’s own admission, is called Gamma and
corresponds, we believe, to type-theoretic higher-order logic, as found in the study of
freely generated Boolean toposes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we rst formulate in topological
terms the notion of alpha graph as given by Peirce, and then give an equivalent com-
binatorial formulation in terms of algebraic theories. The notion of algebraic theory is
central to the paper; part of Section 2 is devoted to generalities thereon. In Section 3,
we present Peirce’s notion of inference between alpha graphs, called illative transforma-
tion; the rules of inference are schemata which involve functorial constructions called
context operators. From the rules of inference we obtain equations on alpha graphs,
thus leading to a new equational or algebraic theory called Alpha. In Section 4 we give
a precise comparison between the theory Alpha and the theory of Boolean algebras;
our representation theorem states that the two theories are isomorphic. In Section 5, we
place Peirce’s system within a broader categorical context; this includes comparison
with the linear logic of Girard and the theory of closed categories, which can be used
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to give a conceptual explanation behind Peirce’s illative transformations. In Section 6,
we extend the one-sorted theory Alpha to multi-sorted or typed variants, thus laying
groundwork for our treatment of Peirce’s more sophisticated system Beta for rst-order
logic. This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
2. Alpha graphs
2.1. Geometric representations
We begin with a geometric denition of alpha graphs which is a modern formulation
of the description given by Peirce [19]:
Denition 1. A pre-alpha graph on n variables x1; : : : ; xn is a planar conguration con-
sisting of a disjoint union of \nodes" (points labeled by elements of fx1; : : : ; xng) and
\seps" (short for separation lines, which are simple closed curves).
Alpha graphs will be dened as isotopy-equivalence classes of pre-alpha graphs. Our
rst task is to topologize the space of pre-alpha graphs.
The nodes of a pre-alpha graph are given by a nite subset F of the plane R2,
together with a labeling function F!fx1; : : : ; xng. The seps of a pre-alpha graph are
represented by a topological embedding of a disjoint union of circles
 : (S1 [    [ S1)| {z }
k
!R2:
Both nodes and seps are viewed as elements of unordered collections.
Thus, let Map(S1;R2) be the space of continuous maps S1!R2, with the compact-
open topology. The topological embedding  given above may be viewed as a point in
the product space Map(S1;R2)k . The symmetric group Sk acts on this product space by
permuting components, and it acts freely on the subspace Ek of such embeddings . By
passing to the orbit space of Ek under this action (i.e., the quotient space Qk =Ek=Sk),
we obtain the space of (unordered) sep congurations.
Similarly, the space of unordered node congurations may be viewed as an orbit
space. We start with the collection of injective functions
f : fp1; : : : ; pjg!R2;
viewed as a subspace of (R2) j, with the evident Sj-action. A node-labeling function
may be represented by a function  : fp1; : : : ; pjg!fx1; : : : ; xng, i.e., as a point in
fx1; : : : ; xng j
with the evident Sj-action, where fx1; : : : ; xng is given the discrete topology. Now the
space Cj of congurations on j nodes is a subspace of the orbit space of
(R2) j fx1; : : : ; xng j
under the Sj-action (f; )= (f; ).
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Thus, the space of pre-alpha graphs is dened to be the subspace X ofX
j; k0
Cj Qk;
where a pair of node and sep congurations belongs to X if and only if these congu-
rations do not intersect in R2. We say that two pre-alpha graphs p; q2X are isotopic
if there is a path between them in X .
Denition 2. An alpha graph is an isotopy class of pre-alpha graphs, i.e., an element
of the set 0(X ) of path components of X .
To avoid excessive verbiage, we will typically state things using pre-alpha graphs
when we really intend alpha graphs, without bothering to mention isotopy-equivalence
classes each time.
Notice that alpha graphs may be constructed by recursion (see also [11]), as follows:
1. A node is an alpha graph.
2. The union of a sep together with an alpha graph G in its interior is an alpha graph
(we refer to the interior containing G as a sep region, and we refer to this operation
as \sepping" G). This is depicted as
3. A disjoint union of a nite (possible empty) collection of alpha graphs is an alpha
graph. So
G2 G1
is an alpha graph if G1 and G2 are alpha graphs. By \disjoint union" of a set of graphs
fGig, we mean both that Gi and Gj have empty intersection if i 6= j, and also in this
case that every node and sep line of Gi is exterior to every sep line of Gj, and vice
versa.
We observe that a given label xi can occur more than once or not at all. For example,
in the alpha graph
x1 and x2 occur twice and x3 does not occur.
Alpha graphs on x1; : : : ; xn should be thought of as corresponding to expressions in a
propositional language, where we think of disjoint union as conjunction and sepping as
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negation. Thus, the graph above corresponds to the Boolean expression x1 ^:(x2 ^:x4)
^:(:x1 ^:x2 ^:>), where > (\true") is the empty conjunction corresponding to the
empty sep region.
We have adopted Peirce’s shorthand for (pre-)alpha graphs, which indicates the
presence of nodes by their labels without giving the specic locations of their points.
From the point of view of isotopy-equivalence, all we really care about is whether
a node is interior or exterior to a sep line, and this is what the shorthand serves to
identify.
Conjunction (i.e., disjoint union) of alpha graphs is a well-dened operation in an
obvious way, as is negation (sepping). For example, if we wish to conjoin two graphs
G and H , we apply an isotopy to move G outside of a neighborhood containing H , and
then take their disjoint union. A familiar argument from elementary homotopy theory
ensures that conjunction of alpha graphs is associative and commutative.
2.2. Alpha graphs as an algebraic theory
The recursive procedure we gave for constructing alpha graphs suggests that more
abstract or combinatorial descriptions of alpha graphs are possible. One possibility is
that an alpha graph be specied by something like a rooted tree, where each leaf of the
tree is labeled by a primitive alpha graph (i.e., a node or an empty graph), and every
other vertex is labeled either : (if there is one incoming edge and one outgoing edge)
or ^n (if there are n incoming edges and one outgoing edge, for n>1: ^n represents
the n-fold conjunction).
In a moment we will give a similar abstract combinatorial description, related to
an operation which is crucial to Peirce’s calculus, namely, substitution of one graph
in another. Roughly speaking, if G and H are alpha graphs and p is a point of H ,
one substitutes G for p in H by rst nding an open neighborhood around p which
intersects no other node or sep line of H , then erasing p, and then placing a copy of
G in that neighborhood, thus obtaining a new graph H [G=p].
Similar types of substitution operations occur throughout mathematics, particularly
in universal algebra and in the theory of operads [18]. The types of substitution needed
for the present paper can be dened for any monadic functor U :A!Set [16], and in
particular for the underlying set functor U on the category A of models of an equational
theory, i.e., any one-sorted rst-order theory described by nitary operations and axioms
are which are universally quantied equations (disallowing disjunctions, negations, and
existential quantiers). The main construction needed to dene substitution is that of
a free A-algebra on a nite set.
For the sake of concreteness, let us consider substitution in the theory of Boolean
algebras. Let Bn denote the free Boolean algebra on n indeterminates x1; : : : ; xn. There
is a substitution map
Bk Bn1     Bnk ! Bn1++nk
hp;~q= hq1; : : : ; qkii 7!p[~q=~x ]
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which, roughly speaking, substitutes Boolean polynomials qj for variables xj in p. We
construct this map in two steps.
 First, we view Bn1++nk as isomorphic, in the category of Boolean algebras, to
the coproduct (i.e., tensor product) Bn1 ⊗    ⊗Bnk , so that for 1 j k there is a
canonical coproduct injection
ij :Bnj !Bn1++nk :
This injection sends xi 2Bnj to its re-indexing as the variable xsj+i2Bn1++nk , where
sj =
Pj−1
l=1 nl. We thus obtain a map
Bk Bn1     Bnk
1i1ik−−−−−−! Bk  (Bn1++nk )k :
 Second, if B is any Boolean algebra, there is a map
Bk Bk ! B
hp; b1; : : : ; bki 7!p(~b=~x );
natural in B, where p(~b=~x ) is the value of p2Bk under the unique Boolean ho-
momorphism Bk!B which sends xj 2Bk to bj 2B for j=1; : : : ; k. Specializing to
B=Bn1++nk , substitution is dened as the evident composite
Bk Bn1     Bnk !Bk  (Bn1++nk )k!Bn1++nk :
This construction can be generalized from Boolean algebras to any equational variety.
From the second part of this construction, elements of a free algebra Fk on a set
fx1; : : : ; xkg (with respect to a given variety) are in natural bijection with the k-ary
operations. In one direction, elements p2Fk induce operations of the form X k!X ; in
the other direction, a k-ary operation, applied to X =Fk , sends hx1; : : : ; xki 2X k to some
p2X , where fx1; : : : ; xkg is the set which generates X =Fk . These correspondences
between operations and elements in free algebras are mutually inverse. Thus, in the
categorical approach to universal algebra, the basic insight is that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between \syntax" (denable operations in an equational theory) and
\semantics" (elements in free models).
Notice that this description of operations in terms of free algebras is independent of
any particular presentation of the equational theory. This is another basic insight, due to
Lawvere [13], in the categorical approach to universal algebra. Going from semantics
to syntax, one denes the category of operations (or Lawvere algebraic theory) of a
nitary equational variety as the opposite of the category of nitely generated free
algebras. As a category, an algebraic theory admits nite products. Going from syntax
to semantics, one denes a model of an algebraic theory A as a product-preserving
functor A!Set, and a model homomorphism as a natural transformation between
such functors. The free models then correspond precisely to the representable functors
on A.
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Denition 3 (Lawvere; see Manes [17]). An algebraic theory is a category with prod-
ucts for which every object is a power (n-fold product) of a distinguished object x.
The simplicity of this notion, and its freedom from presentation-dependent descrip-
tions, has numerous advantages. For example, a translation between two algebraic
theories A and B is nothing but a product-preserving functor A!B.
Some remarks are in order. It is customary to denote the power xn simply as n, so that
every morphism in an algebraic theory A is of the form n
f−!m. Thus the categorical
product xm xn = xm+n is denoted instead by a sum m+ n. By the universal property
of products, each morphism n
f−!m is given by an m-tuple of morphisms n fi−! 1,
where fi is dened by composing f with the ith projection:
n
f−! m i−! 1:
A morphism n! 1 is called an n-ary operation of the theory; examples include the
projections n
i−! 1. (These projections correspond to generators xi in free algebras.)
We can also dene substitution by means of composition: for n= n1 +    + nk , the
composite
n
q=hq1 ;:::; qki−! k p−! 1
corresponds to our p[~q=~x]. This composition is also used to explain the sense in which
the representable hom(j;−) can be interpreted as an algebra: the underlying set of this
algebra is X = hom(j; 1), and the action by k-ary operations
hom(k; 1)X k!X
is given precisely by composition
hom(k; 1) hom(j; k)! hom(j; 1):
Following a standard abuse of language, we refer to such an algebra by its underlying
set hom(j; 1).
Now we apply these considerations to alpha graphs. Let Ak be the set of alpha
graphs on x1; : : : ; xk . If H 2Ak and Gj 2Anj for j=1; : : : ; k, we dene H [~G=~x] by
rst re-indexing the variables of the Gj in the manner described earlier for Boolean
algebras, and then substituting the graph Gj for each occurrence of the label xj in H ,
thus giving a map
Ak An1     Ank !An1++nk :
Notice that every alpha graph can be constructed by starting with nodes (\projections")
and the following graphs (primitive \operations"), and closing under substitution.
1. conjunction: 2 −^! 1:
X1 X2
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2. negation: 1 :−! 1:
3. truth: 0 >−! 1:
[empty graph]
Example. The alpha graph displayed at the end of Section 2.1 can be constructed from
projections i : 4! 1 and the primitives 2 −^! 1, 1 :−! 1, and 0 >−! 1 as the following
composite:
4
f−! 5 2+3:+>−−−−−! 6 1+2^+:−−−−−! 4 1+:+^−−−−−! 3 ^+:−! 2 −^! 1;
where f= h1; 2; 4; 1; 2i. To depict this information a tree notation is often useful:
This leads to the combinatorial description of alpha graphs promised earlier.
Denition 4. An alpha graph on n variables is an operation n! 1 of the algebraic
theory A generated by operations 2 −^! 1, 1 :−! 1, and 0 >−! 1, subject to the
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associativity, commutativity, and unital equations:
1. (3 ^+1−! 2 −^! 1)= (3 1+^−! 2 −^! 1):
3
1+^−−−−−! 2
^+1
?????y
?????y ^
2 −−−−−!
^
1
2. (2
h2 ;1i−! 2 −^! 1)= (2 −^! 1):
3. (1 1+>−! 2 −^! 1)= id1 = (1 >+1−! 2 −^! 1):
The set of operations hom(n; 1) is denoted An.
3. Transformation rules
3.1. Contexts
In what follows, we freely pass back and forth between the geometric and combinato-
rial descriptions of alpha graphs. The next denition refers to the geometric description.
It will be used to describe, in terms of substitution operations, the geometric operation
referred to earlier as H [G=p].
Denition 5. Suppose G 2An and 1 i n. G is an xi-context if the label xi occurs
exactly once in G. It is an xi-constant if the label xi does not occur.
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This notion of \constant" makes sense for any algebraic theory. For example, in the
theory of commutative rings, a binary operation corresponds to an element of Z[x1; x2],
and x21 would be an example of an x2-constant.
The notion of \context" can also be generalized, but in a way which depends on a
chosen generators-and-relations presentation of an algebraic theory. This generalization
is implicit in the following lemma: it describes how an xi-context can be constructed
from disjoint union and sep, which generate the theory of alpha graphs.
Lemma 1. Every xi-context in An can be built up; starting with xi and closing under
two types of operations:
1. conjunction with an xi-constant;
2. sepping (i.e., negation).
This lemma gives a recursive denition of context. The same denition can be
applied to provide contexts for the theory of Boolean algebras, under the presentation
where the primitive operations are taken to be conjunction and negation.
The number of sep lines which surround xi in an xi-context is independent of the
order in which the context is built (from the operations given in the lemma). If the
number of such seppings is even, the context is called covariant, and if the number is
odd, the context is called contravariant.
If H2An is an xi-context, then the graph H has a single node p with label xi. We
have now an unary operator H [−=xi] on the algebra An which sends an alpha graph G
to the graph we denoted in the beginning of Section 2.2 by H [G=p]: H [−=xi] substitutes
G for xi in H , and xj for xj whenever j 6= i. This operator will be abbreviated to H
whenever the intended context variable xi is clear. We observe for future reference that
the operators H are closed under composition: that in fact H G=(H(G)).
3.2. Illative transformation
For the purposes of his blackboard calculus, Peirce introduced what he calls \illative
transformation", a procedure which replaces one alpha graph G by another graph H
(or infers H from G) according to certain rules of inference. We view these rules as
the specication of an entailment relation on alpha graphs, denoted ‘. As we will see,
it corresponds exactly to the entailment relation a‘ b on the corresponding Boolean
expressions, but in a highly nontraditional manner.
There are three rules for illative transformation. In stating these rules, only alpha
graphs belonging to some xed An are to be considered.
Let p be an xi-context, q an xj-context, and let p (and similarly q) be the unary
operators obtained by substituting for xi (or xj) inside p (or q). Then for alpha graphs
A and B:
(1) iteration q(p(A)^B)‘ q(p(A^B)^B);
de-iteration q(p(A^B)^B)‘ q(p(A)^B).
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(2) weakening p(A^B)‘p(A) if p is covariant;
p(A)‘p(A^B) if p is contravariant.
(3) double sep introduction p(A)‘p(::A);
double sep elimination p(::A)‘p(A).
These rules are used to generate a reexive and transitive relation ‘ on each An:
we take the smallest reexive and transitive relation ‘ which contains pairs (G;H)
where G transforms to H . Taking alpha graphs as objects and instances of A ‘ B as
morphisms, we obtain category structures on the An in which there is at most one
morphism between a given source and target; such categories are called preorders.
Using the fact that context operators p are closed under composition, it is immediate
from the structure of the rules that if G transforms to H , then p(G) transforms to
p(H) whenever p is covariant, and p(H) transforms to p(G) whenever p is
contravariant. Hence the operators p are functorial on the An.
The rst rule is the most powerful, and perhaps the most mysterious rule of Peirce’s
system Alpha. Iteration says that if we have a graph B outside of a context p and A is a
graph inside the context p, then we can insert a copy of the graph B next to A inside the
context p, and the same can also be carried out within an ambient context q. De-
iteration is the companion rule to iteration, and says that the transformation can be
performed in the reverse direction. Our explanation for the iteration and de-iteration
rules will be based on the theory of closed categories.
The next two rules are more ordinary. The second rule, weakening, intuitively means
that if a context p is covariant, then we can think of graphs A and B inside this context
as conclusions of an implication, and then weaken the implication by erasing one of
them. If p is contravariant, then dually we can think of graphs inside p as hypotheses
of an implication, and weaken by adding in an extra graph inside p.
The third rule, double sep introduction and elimination, says that double negation is
the identity, i.e., if A is inside a context p, we can add or erase two sep lines around A.
Let us dene graphs A and B to be illatively equivalent, denoted A  B, if A ‘ B and
B‘A. Clearly, the rst and third rules can each be condensed into a single equivalence:
q(p(A)^B)  q(p(A^B)^B);
p(A)p(::A):
Passing to equivalence classes, there are poset structures on the sets An = induced
from the preorder structures on the An.
Moreover, we have the following lemma which ensures that composition or substi-
tution of -equivalence classes of alpha graphs n! 1 in A is well-dened. Thus there
is an algebraic theory =A =, a quotient of the algebraic theory A of alpha graphs.
The set of morphisms hom(n; 1)=An = will be denoted by n.
Lemma 2. If p;p0 : k! 1 are alpha graphs and pp0; then p  qp0  q for all
q : n! k. If q= hq1; : : : qki; q0= hq01; : : : q0ki; and qj  q0j whenever 1 j k; then p  q 
p  q0 for all p : k! 1.
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Proof. Instances of A  B are just isomorphisms in the preorders An, so the lemma
says that {  q and p  { are functorial with respect to subcategories of isomorphisms.
The rst statement is clear, and in fact {  q preserves all entailments p‘p0 (is func-
torial with respect to all morphisms p‘p0), since for each transformation rule, appli-
cation of {  q merely involves replacing a graph A or B by a graph of type A[~q =~x ]
or B[~q =~x], thus giving another instance of the same rule. As for the second statement,
even though composition p  { may not preserve all entailments, a morphism p  q can
be constructed by means of a series of substitutions [qj = xj] in p, one j at a time, and
each such substitution can be viewed as an application of some context operator pj
to qj. Depending on whether pj is covariant or contravariant, pj preserves or reverses
entailments, but in either case it preserves instances of illative equivalence qj  q0j. The
proof is complete.
4. Representation theorem
Now we state our main theorem:
Theorem 1. The theory  is isomorphic to the theory  of Boolean algebras.
The proof proceeds as follows. Clearly, both  and  are quotient theories of the
theory of alpha graphs, since both theories are generated by conjunction, negation, and
truth, and both satisfy the associativity, commutativity, and unital equations. For alpha
graphs A and B, we write A B if A and B are identied in  (i.e., if AB), and
A B if they are identied in . The theorem is proven once we establish that =
(as equivalence relations on the set of alpha graphs).
Thus the proof naturally decomposes into two parts:
1. Completeness: . This says that the equations for Boolean algebras are all
derivable from the equations for , or more simply, that each poset n=hom(n; 1) is
a Boolean algebra (recall that a poset can be a Boolean algebra in at most one way).
2. Soundness: . This says that the illative transformation rules for Alpha are
derivable from the Boolean algebra axioms.
Completeness: First, n is a meet-semilattice. For this it suces to show that A‘B
in  if and only if A=A^B (whence idempotence of ^ follows). If A‘B, then
A‘A^A‘A^B where the rst transformation follows by iteration; also we have
A^B‘A by weakening, so A=A^B follows. Conversely, from A=A^B and the
weakening A^B‘B we obtain A‘B.
Next, we observe that negation, being a contravariant involution, must transform
nite meets into nite joins, and vice versa. Thus n is a lattice. If we show this
lattice is a Heyting algebra, we are done since Boolean algebras are exactly Heyting
algebras in which double negation is the identity.
Thus, we dene the implication B!C as :(B^:C) and show A^B‘C if and
only if A‘ (B!C). It clearly suces to prove modus ponens (B!C)^B‘C and its
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\dual" A‘B! (A^B). To prove modus ponens, we observe
:(B^:C)^B‘:(:C)^B‘B;
where the rst transformation is de-iteration and the second is weakening. To prove
the dual, we observe
A‘:(:A)‘:(B^:A)‘:(B^:(A^B));
where the rst transformation is double sep introduction, the second is weakening, and
the third is iteration. Thus completeness is established.
Soundness: The weakening and double sep introduction=elimination rules for  follow
trivially from their counterparts in the theory  of Boolean algebras, so it remains to
derive the iteration and de-iteration rules within . This is not really dicult, since
context operators p are built recursively from instances of C ^ { and negation, so that
it suces to establish the rules for these special cases.
As our main purpose is to give a broader categorical meaning to Peirce’s calculus,
we give a quick proof of this now; then we explain at length the deeper conceptual
signicance of the iteration and de-iteration rules.
For p=:, we have
:(A^B)^B=(:A _ :B)^B=(:A^B) _ (:B^B)=:A^B:
For p=C ^ {, we have
(C ^ (A^B))^B=(C ^A)^B
trivially, since ^ is idempotent. The proof of soundness is complete.
Corollary 1. The poset n of alpha graphs modulo illative equivalence is isomorphic
to the free Boolean algebra on n generators.
5. Categorical interpretations
As our main theorem shows, Peirce’s system Alpha is equivalent to classical propo-
sitional logic. In this section, we will explore the relationship between Alpha and other
forms of propositional logic, especially linear logic [3] and its attendant categorical
aspects [22]. As we shall see, the categorical notion of strength can be used to give a
conceptual explanation for Peirce’s iteration and de-iteration rules.
Peirce’s original idea was that one could quickly establish tautologies in proposi-
tional logic by means of a graphical blackboard calculus. Since that time, there has
been intensive study on whether there exist feasible algorithms for establishing such
tautologies, and related study on the complexity theory aspects of the Gentzen cut
elimination result for propositional sequent calculus. Such study reveals the critical role
played by the structural rules in the sequent calculus, and especially the contraction
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rule: the act of pushing cuts past contractions can produce an exponential explosion in
the size of proofs. It also reveals the indeterminancy of the cut elimination algorithm:
the Church{Rosser property is not satised.
Motivated in part by these considerations, Girard introduced linear logic, in which
the contraction and weakening rules in their global form are dropped or, more ac-
curately, are admitted in a controlled way through the use of exponential modal op-
erators. On the categorical side, the contraction rule for conjunction corresponds to
the presence of diagonal maps  :X !X X , and the weakening rule to the pres-
ence of projection maps  :X Y !X . By dropping these structures, one opens up
the possibility of more general tensor products ⊗ playing the role of the conjunction
operation. The unit I for such a tensor product then plays the role of the truth value
\true".
Thus, linear logic is intimately related to monoidal categories [14] or, more exactly,
to closed symmetric monoidal categories. The presence of symmetry isomorphisms
xy :X ⊗Y !Y ⊗X corresponds to the exchange rule in sequent calculus, and \closed"
refers to the existence of exponential objects CB which play the role of implications
B!C. Thus, in a closed monoidal category, there is a natural bijection
hom(A⊗ B; C)= hom(A; CB)
which plays the role of what we earlier referred to as \modus ponens" and its \dual".
A -autonomous category is a closed symmetric monoidal category which is equipped
with a suitable \negation" operator. One assumes given an object D (the dualizing
object) which plays the role of the truth value \false". Dening negation as the con-
travariant functor D{, one can construct a natural map (the double-dual embedding)
A :A!DDA:
The axiom is that this is a natural isomorphism: the double negation functor is isomor-
phic to the identity functor. Thus, -autonomous categories model a form of classical
propositional logic where the contraction and weakening rules are dropped; similarly,
closed symmetric monoidal categories can be viewed as modeling a form of intuition-
istic propositional logic.
Remark. There are various species belonging to the genus of \closed categories":
closed monoidal, closed symmetric monoidal, -autonomous, cartesian closed, etc., each
associated with some fragment of propositional logic. Their importance goes far be-
yond the possibility of doing generalized logic. Indeed, closed category theory is more
properly regarded as an abstract theory of functions and functional composition. But
it interacts with other functional theories like typed -calculus and combinatory logic,
and these interactions feed back into logic in interesting ways, showing for exam-
ple how proofs of a sequent A‘B may be regarded as abstract functions A!B (see
[4], especially its discussion of Heytingian versus Tarskian semantics). One way to
do this is to start with a syntactic construction of a free closed category on a set
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of generators fx1; : : : ; xng, whose morphisms are represented by formal concatenations
or directed paths of basic structural arrows or entailments, modulo basic structural
equations and naturality equations. Then one can set up a map which sends formulas
A of the associated sequent calculus to objects A of the free structure, and sequent
deductions of A ‘ B to morphisms A!B of the free structure. A \completeness the-
orem" states that such a map is onto (the map from formulas to objects is a bijec-
tion). One denes two deductions of A ‘ B to be \the same" (or Lambek-equivalent)
if they map to the same morphism A!B [12]. In this way, one can identify free
closed categories with categories whose morphisms are (equivalence classes of) sequent
deductions.
Boolean algebras are (highly specialized) examples of -autonomous categories,
where the morphisms are instances of a b and the monoidal product is conjunc-
tion. Conversely, we have the following proposition (due to Joyal): a -autonomous
category in which the monoidal product is the ordinary (cartesian) product is a pre-
order which is equivalent to a Boolean algebra, in the sense that the induced poset
of isomorphism classes (as n is induced by An) is isomorphic to a Boolean
algebra.
Proof. Since negation in a -autonomous category transforms coproducts into products,
and vice versa, it follows that the dualizing object D is the empty coproduct, i.e., the
initial object 0. If A is any object, then 0  A=0 by the distributive law (−  A
preserves coproducts because it is left adjoint to −A). Given a morphism A! 0, one
then concludes that A=0 because A is then a retract of 0A=0. It follows that there
can be at most one arrow A! 0. It now follows that for any two objects A and B,
there is at most one arrow B!A, since such arrows correspond to arrows B! 00A ,
or to arrows B  0A! 0, and we just saw there is at most one of these. Hence, the
category is a preorder, and so the products and coproducts here are meets and joins.
In other words, the associated poset is a lattice, and has a Heyting algebra structure
on account of the tensor-hom adjunction, and thus a Boolean algebra structure by the
isomorphism A=00A , thus completing the proof.
Remark. Cartesian -autonomous categories are the categorical models appropriate for
classical propositional logic. One may proceed as in the preceding remark and give
a syntactic construction of the free model on fx1; : : : ; xng, by taking directed paths of
Alpha transformations, and passing to equivalence classes of paths given by appropriate
naturality and structural requirements. We will come to these requirements presently
when we discuss the notion of \strength". But the preceding proposition shows that
the resulting structure is a preorder; in fact, it is equivalent to the preorder n of
alpha graphs, which we constructed using a much simpler method. Thus there are no
interesting categorical semantics for the propositional Gentzen sequent calculus besides
Boolean algebras. In other words, any two sequent deductions of a sequent A‘B are
the same in the sense of Lambek-equivalence: any two \functions" A!B in this system
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are provably equal, a phenomenon which in the context of -calculus might be called
\algorithmic inconsistency" [4].
Thus, in order to put Alpha in a broader categorical context, it will be necessary to
decompose the rules along the lines suggested by linear logic. This applies especially
to iteration and de-iteration, which are amalgams of contraction=weakening rules with
the more linear or monoidal notion of strength.
Denition 6 (Kelly [10]). Let (V;⊗; I) be a monoidal category, with associativity ,
left unit , and right unit . Given a covariant functor F :V !V , a (left) strength for
F is a natural transformation
a⊗ F(b) ab−! F(a⊗ b)
such that the following diagrams commute:
Examples. For any object c in a monoidal category V , a canonical strength for
F = −⊗ c is given by the associativity isomorphism abc : a⊗ (b⊗ c)! (a⊗ b)⊗ c. If
V is symmetric monoidal, then F = c ⊗ − carries a strength obtained by conjugating
the strength for − ⊗ c by the symmetry: − ⊗ c! c ⊗ −. If V is closed symmetric
monoidal, then the covariant functors −c :V !V carry a strength
a⊗ bc! (a⊗ b)c
obtained by applying the hom-tensor adjunction to the composite
(a⊗ bc)⊗ c! a⊗ (bc ⊗ c)! a⊗ b;
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where the rst map is the inverse of an associativity map, and the second is a⊗−
applied to an evaluation map.
Now we dene the notion of strength for a contravariant functor:
Denition 7. Given a monoidal category V and a contravariant functor F :V !V , a
(right) strength is an extranatural transformation
F(a⊗ b)⊗ a ab−! F(b)
such that the following diagrams commute:
Example. If V is closed symmetric monoidal and c is an object of V , then F = c−
carries a canonical strength, obtained by applying the hom-tensor adjunction to the
composite
(ca⊗b ⊗ a)⊗ b! ca⊗b ⊗ (a⊗ b)! c;
where the rst map is the inverse of an associativity map, and the second is an eval-
uation map.
From the theory of closed categories, we have the following general constructions: if
V is closed symmetric monoidal, then strengths on F :V !V are in canonical bijection
with V -functor structures on F . In one direction, if F is V -functorial, then F carries a
canonical strength obtained by applying the hom-tensor adjunction to the composite
a! (a⊗ b)b!F(a⊗ b)F(b);
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where the rst map is a co-evaluation map and the second is an instance of the structure
map for V -functoriality. In the other direction, given a strength on F , we obtain a
V -functor structure on F by applying the hom-tensor adjunction to
ab⊗F(b)!F(ab⊗ b)!F(a);
where the rst map is an instance of strength and the second is F applied to an eval-
uation. Similarly, and in a V -dual sense, strengths on contravariant functors F :V !V
are in canonical bijection with V -functor structures on F .
If V is closed symmetric monoidal, then under the usual composition of V -functors,
the corresponding strengths also compose in an evident way. For example, if F;G :
V !V are strong contravariant endofunctors on V , then there is a strong covariant
endofunctor F G :V !V on V . Similar statements hold for other combinations of
covariant=contravariant endofunctors. In fact, strong functors V !V of either variance
compose in an evident way if we assume only that V is symmetric monoidal; we leave
the verication to the reader. Also, the distinction between left and right strengths
disappears in the presence of a symmetry.
In particular, let us consider the case where V =Vn is the free closed symmetric
monoidal category on n generators x1; : : : ; xn.
Remark. In this case, \free" refers to a left adjoint F to the underlying functor U from
the category of closed symmetric monoidal categories to the category of categories. The
morphisms in the former category are strict closed functors: functors preserving closed
structure strictly, i.e., preserving ⊗, associativities, symmetries, unit maps, exponenti-
ation, evaluations, and co-evaluations. The free model on n generators refers to the
value under F of the discrete category whose objects are x1; : : : ; xn.
We can dene the set of xi-contexts in V =Vn as the closure of xi under the class
of V -functors C⊗−;−⊗C; C−, and −C , where C is an xi-constant in Vn (an ob-
ject or formula with no occurrence of the variable xi). Each xi-context p induces a
corresponding (covariant or contravariant) context V -functor p :Vn!Vn, dened by
substituting for xi in p. More precisely, p is the functor which sends an object B to
the value of p under the unique strict closed functor Vn!Vn that maps xi to B, and
xj to xj if j 6= i. Each of these V -functors p is V -strong according to the foregoing
discussion. Thus:
1. For p covariant, there is a strength p(A)⊗B!p(A⊗B).
2. For p contravariant, there is a strength p(B⊗A)⊗B!p(A).
These structural maps (1) and (2) suggest illative transformation rules for a linear
logic form of Alpha. Let p and q be contexts in An, and let A, B be graphs in An.
Then
(L1) If p is covariant, then q(p(A) ^ B)‘ q(p(A^B)) if q is covariant, and
q(p(A^B))‘ q(p(A)^B) if q is contravariant.
(L2) If p is contravariant, then q(p(A ^ B)^B)‘ q(p(A)) if q is covariant, and
q(p(A))‘ q(p(A^B)^B) if q is contravariant.
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On the one hand, (L1) in conjunction with a contraction rule
(C) q(B)‘ q(B^B) if q is covariant, and q(B^B)‘ q(B) if q is contravariant,
gives Peirce’s iteration rule for covariant contexts:
p(A)^B‘p(A)^B^B‘p(A^B)^B:
On the other hand, (L2) in conjunction with contraction gives Peirce’s de-iteration rule
for contravariant contexts:
p(A^B)^B‘p(A^B)^B^B‘p(A)^B:
The de-iteration rule for covariant contexts, and iteration for contravariant contexts, are
both instances of the weakening rule: we have, respectively,
p(A^B)^B‘p(A)^B;
p(A)^B ‘ p(A^B)^B:
Let us dene the entailment relation for linear Alpha as the smallest reexive and
transitive relation on alpha graphs which includes the entailments A‘B given by (L1),
(L2), and double sep introduction=elimination. Then linear Alpha is equivalent to propo-
sitional linear logic (i.e., multiplicative linear logic without the storage and co-storage
modalities ! and ?), in the sense that the class of sequents which are provable in lin-
ear Alpha is the same as the class of sequents provable in propositional linear logic.
This result may be regarded as a linear analogue of our representation theorem, and
is proved in essentially the same way. On a more sophisticated categorical level, this
result corresponds to the following \alpha-style" denition of -autonomous categories:
Denition 8. A -autonomous category is a symmetric monoidal category (V;⊗)
equipped with a strong contravariant self-adjoint equivalence : :V !V such that the
following diagram commutes:
6. Typed Alpha
In earlier sections, we presented Alpha as a single-sorted or single-typed algebraic
theory. With a view toward our forthcoming treatment of Peirce’s system Beta, we
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conclude this paper with a multi-typed version of Alpha. Since Alpha is equivalent
to the theory of Boolean algebras, it is enough to present the framework in Boolean
terms, but at the end we will translate the framework into the more geometric language
of Alpha.
6.1. Languages and theories
In what follows, we let C0 denote the class of objects of a category C, and S the
underlying set of the free monoid on S.
Denition 9. A typed language consists of a set S and a function  : S!Set0, send-
ing each word w2 S to a set (w).
Alternatively, a typed language is given by a set S and a function  :P! S, where
the ber −1(w) is the same as the set (w). The intuition is that P is a set of formal
predicates, and the function  :P! S is a typing function which sends a predicate p
to its type (p)= (x1; : : : ; xn).
To give a set-theoretic model of a typed language, we need two pieces of data. The
rst interprets each element x2 S as a set, say M (x). The function M is extended to
words w2 S by interpreting M (w) for w=(x1; : : : ; xn) as a product:
M (w)=M (x1)    M (xn):
The second datum interprets predicates p of type w=(x1; : : : ; xn) as n-ary relations,
i.e., as subsets of M (w), or as elements of the power set PM (w). We reformulate this
notion of model in a way that invites easy generalization.
First, as a convenience, we blur the distinction between a set and the discrete category
on that set, so that a typed language is a set S together with a functor  : S!Set.
The rst datum of a set-theoretic model is then a monoidal functor M : S!Set
which sends products in S to cartesian products in Set. The second datum, which
sends predicates to relations, can be expressed as follows: let P :Set!Bool be the
contravariant power set functor from sets to Boolean algebras. Let U :Bool!Set
be the underlying set functor. Then the second datum is equivalent to a S-indexed
collection of functions
(w)!UPM (w);
that is to say, a natural transformation  : !UPM .
More generally, let C be any category with (cartesian) products, and let T :C!Bool
be any contravariant functor. Such a pair (C; T ) is called a propositional theory. It is
straightforward to dene a model of a typed language (S;  : S!Set) in a propo-
sitional theory (or propositional model, for short): it consists of a monoidal functor
M : S!C together with a natural transformation  : !UTM . One may regard a
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propositional model as a translation from a typed language to the underlying typed
language of a propositional theory, as we now explain.
Denition 10. A translation (S; )! (S 0; 0) between two typed languages consists of
a function f : S! S 0 together with a natural transformation ! 0f.
Denition 11. A translation (C; T )! (C0; T 0) between two propositional theories con-
sists of a product-preserving functor F :C!C0 together with a natural transformation
 :T!T 0F .
Dening the composition of translations is straightforward. For example, in the
propositional theory case, if we have translations (F; ) : (C; T )! (C0; T 0) and (F 0; 0) :
(C0; T 0)! (C00; T 00), the composite translation is given by F 0F together with the com-
posite transformation
T!T 0F!T 00F 0F;
where the rst map is  and the second is 0F . We thus obtain the category of typed
languages Lang and the category of propositional theories Th, where in each case
the morphisms are translations.
Remark. Technically, one should speak of a 2-category of theories. If (F; ) and (G; )
are both translations of the form (C; T )! (C0; T 0), then a modication between them
consists of a transformation  :F!G such that (T 0)  = . Then theories, transla-
tions, and modications form a 2-category.
There is an underlying functor from theories to languages, as follows. Given a theory
(C; T ), its underlying language is given by the set of objects S =C0, together with a
map  given by the composite
C0
−! C T−! Bool U−!Set;
where  is a monoidal functor which extends the inclusion i :C0!C. (Many choices
of  are possible, but all such monoidal functors are naturally isomorphic.) Having
chosen a  for each theory (C; T ) (and say 0 for (C0; T 0)), we have for each translation
(F; ) : (C; T )! (C0; T 0) a canonical natural isomorphism
 :F= 0F0
between monoidal functors of the form C0 !C0. Then the underlying language trans-
lation of the theory translation (F; ) is given by the function
F0 :C0!C00;
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together with the transformation
(UT 0)(U) :UT!UT 00F0 :
This completes the description of the underlying functor U :Th!Lang.
If (S;  : S!Set) is a typed language and (C; T :C!Bool) is a propositional
theory, then a translation (S; )!U (C; T ) is precisely a propositional model of (S; )
in (C; T ), for such a translation is a function f : S!C0 together with a transformation
 : !UTf;
where f is a monoidal functor S!C extending f : S!C. We wish to solve
the universal mapping problem of extending such a propositional model (f; ) to a
translation of propositional theories. That is to say, we are interested in constructing a
left adjoint F :Lang!Th to U :Th!Lang.
We call F(S; ) the free propositional (or Boolean, or Alpha) theory on the typed
language (S; ).
The construction of F(S; ) is straightforward. The rst step is to construct the free
cartesian category (S) on the set S (the free \category with nite cartesian products"
generated by S), so that the category of functors f : S!C is naturally equivalent to
the category of product-preserving functors
f^ :(S)!C:
The construction of (S) falls into a class of similar constructions known as cat-
egorical wreath products [9]; actually what we do is construct the free category with
nite coproducts (S) and take its opposite. Let Fin (for \nite sets") be the cate-
gory whose elements are natural numbers n 0 and whose morphisms are functions
f1; : : : ; mg!f1; : : : ; ng. Fin is the free \category with nite coproducts" on a single
generator. We construct (S) as a wreath product Fin
R
S, i.e., the category whose
objects are pairs
(m; x= hx1; : : : ; xmi)
consisting of an object m2Fin0 and an m-tuple hx1; : : : ; xmi of elements of S (this
should be regarded as a formal coproduct of the xi), and whose morphisms f : (m; x)!
(n; y) are maps f :m! n in Fin such that xi=yf(i) for 1 im. There is an inclusion
map j : S!Fin R S which sends x2 S to the object (1; x); it is straightforward to
verify that j is indeed (2-)universal among functors from S into categories with nite
coproducts.
Remark. Given a category C equipped with a functor F :C!Set, and a category D,
the wreath product C
R
D has for its objects pairs (c; x :F(c)!D) consisting of objects
c in C and functors from the discrete category F(c) to D. Morphisms (c; x)! (d; y)
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are pairs (f; ), where f : c!d is a morphism in C and  : x!yF(f) is a natural
transformation. As a special case, we have the classical wreath products in group
theory, constructed from data (G; X; H), where G and H are groups and X is a set
with an action by G. The classical wreath product G
R
H is the semi-direct product of G
with the induced action of G on the group hom(X;H), the X -fold product of H . This
construction G
R
H is a special case of the wreath products being described here, where
G and H are regarded as one-object categories and the permutation representation of
G on X is rendered as a functor X :G!Set.
To complete the construction of the free propositional theory on (S; ), let us ex-
tend j : S!(S) to a monoidal functor  : S!(S). Monoidal functors S!C are
determined up to isomorphism by their restrictions to S; it follows that there is an
isomorphism
(f : S!C0 !C)=(f^ : S!(S)!C):
Thus, the datum  : !UTf of a propositional model corresponds bijectively to
!UTf^:
Now the functor − , which sends presheaves on (S) to presheaves on S, has a
left adjoint given by left Kan extension Lan. This will be computed in a moment.
The last map corresponds bijectively to
Lan!UTf^
and now if F denotes the free Boolean algebra functor Set!Bool, this in turn cor-
responds bijectively to
FLan!Tf^:
By this calculation, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. ((S); FLan :(S)!Bool) is the free propositional theory on the
typed language (S;  : S!Set).
To calculate Lan, observe that the functor  : S!(S) is given by a bijection
 : S!(S)0 =(S)0. We also recall that (S) was given by a wreath construction
Fin
R
S. The functor Lan, which is of the form
SetS
 !SetFin
R
S ;
sends a functor  : S!Set to a functor whose value at T 2 (Fin R S)0 is given by
(Lan)(T )=
X
(w)!T
(w);
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where the coproduct is taken over all morphisms of the form shown, with w rang-
ing over S. The action of Lan on morphisms T!T 0 is given by re-indexing the
coproducts.
The free Boolean algebra functor F :Set!Bool is well-known, but it will be
convenient to formulate it as follows. If X is a set, we let X− denote the restriction of
the representable functor hom(−; X ) to a contravariant functor Fin!Set. We also have
a covariant functor B− :Fin!Set, sending the nite set f1; : : : ; ng to (the underlying
set of) Bn, the free Boolean algebra on n generators. The underlying set of FX may
then be expressed as a \tensor product" [15]
B− ⊗Fin X−:
More explicitly, this is a quotient of the set
X
n0
BnX n;
where one mods out by the equivalence relation  generated by
(Bf(p);~x) (p; X f(~x));
where f :m! n ranges over morphisms of Fin, where Bf :Bm!Bn and Xf are the
values of f under the functors B− and X−, where p ranges over Bm, and where ~x
ranges over X n.
Thus, the free propositional theory on (S; ) consists of (S) plus a covariant functor
of the form
Fin
Z
S!Bool
whose value at an object T =(m; hx1; : : : ; xmi) is a certain quotient of the set
X
n0
Bn (Lan)(T )n:
An element of this quotient set shall be called an alpha graph of type T .
6.2. Typed Alpha graphs
To get a clearer and more geometric representation of such typed alpha graphs, we
rst view an element of (Lan)(T )n as an n-tuple of predicates pi of type wi, each
indexed by an arrow of the form
(wi)!T:
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Since these arrows live in Fin
R
S, the free category-with-coproducts, they can be
collected into a single map in Fin
R
S:
 :
nX
i=1
(wi)!T:
A map in Fin
R
S will be depicted by taking the \directed graph" of its underlying
function f : f1; : : : ; mg!f1; : : : ; ng in Fin, and labeling its connected components by
elements in S. In more detail, the elements of the domain f1; : : : ; mg will be depicted
in left-to-right order as points on a horizontal line y= a in the plane, and similarly
the elements of the codomain as points on y= b, with a<b. For each pair (i; f(i))
where i2f1; : : : ; mg, there is an edge with source i and target f(i). Observe that
each connected component of this directed graph corresponds bijectively to an element
j2f1; : : : ; ng. Each such component is then assigned the label yj, if the given morphism
in Fin
R
S is of the form (m; x= hx1; : : : ; xmi)! (n; y= hy1; : : : ; yni). (Notice xi=yj if
i maps to j.)
Example.
An element of Bn can be represented by an alpha graph G whose nodes are labeled
in fx1; : : : ; xng. At the same time, an n-tuple of predicates p1; : : : ; pn may be represented
by a function
fx1; : : : ; xng!P
into the set of predicates P. Together, these two items may be assembled to yield an
alpha graph with nodes labeled in f(x1; p1); : : : ; (xn; pn)g. However, in passing to the
quotient B−⊗Fin P−, the information recorded in the xi-components of these labels is
lost, so that all that is needed to describe an element of this quotient is an alpha graph
with nodes labeled in P.
Next, the type w= (p)2 S of a predicate p may be depicted by drawing \strings"
in the plane which end at a node labeled p. If, for example, w=(s1; : : : ; sn), then we
draw n strings; up to ane change in each of the coordinates (x; y), the point p may
be taken to be (0; 0), and the ith string as a curve described parametrically by
t 7! (xi(t); t);
where t 2 [0; 1], where x1(t)<   <xn(t) for 0<t 1, and where xi(0)= 0 for 1 i n.
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Example.
Finally, an alpha graph of type T , represented by the various data
G 2 n (p1; : : : ; pn)2 (w1)     (wn)  :
nX
i=1
(wi)!T;
may be depicted by coherently pasting together the geometric pictures given above for
each of these data.
Example. Here is an alpha graph of type T = stu2 S(=(S)0). Each predicate pi
lives in (wi); we indicate this by the notation pi :wi.
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